
TaskTuner AI
Align goals, habits, and daily tasks

seamlessly.



Problem

Modern Professionals are on the edge

Overwhelm from a clutter of tasks and thoughts

Lack of daily direction & purpose

Disconnect between daily tasks & long-term goals



Solution

Personalized life assistant that empowers 
 users to understand their motivations and
behaviors in order to make more effective
decisions, build better habits, and lead a
more fulfilling and productive life.



Solution

Intuitive AI-driven task manager

Align daily tasks with long-term goals

Real-time AI suggestions & emotional support

Harness AI for predictive insights, automation, and hyper-personalized
user experiences



Architecture

We gather and continually update inputs
through, chat interactions, in-app mood
detections, tasks, goals, and habits. 

 
With advanced embedding techniques, we
synergize with vector databases and
seamlessly integrate with OpenAI via the
Langchain framework. 
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Next steps
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Integrate onboarding
data with core app
functionality

Launch initial task
management system

Foundation Setup:

Implement refined
goal/task adjustments
from user feedback

Develop a richer bot
interaction and
automation process

AI Enhancement &
Feedback Loop:

Rollout behavior
analysis for user
engagement insights

Introduce proactive AI
suggestions &
emotional well-being
check-ins

Behavioral Analysis &
Proactivity:

Launch adaptive
system that evolves
with changing user
needs

Beta test and refine
new features like
Decision-making
Support and Role
Model Selection.

Advanced Features &
Optimization:
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AI-First Productivity App: Seizing the Opportunity

Market Momentum

Trend: Steady growth with strategic
adoptions by key players.

Key Drivers

Demand Surge: Shift to mobile-first
productivity tools

Value: From USD 8.6B in 2021 to USD 14.7B
by 2027

Growth: CAGR of 9.22% (2023-2030) Well-being & Customization: Emphasis on
mindfulness and tailored experiences.

Data Insights: Increasing need for user
behavior analytics.

https://www.precedenceresearch.com/anti-money-laundering-software-market


Features/Aspects TaskTuner Todoist Habitica Replika Youper Notion

Real-time AI Feedback ✓

AI-Coaching ✓ ✓ ✓

Task Management ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Habit Tracking ✓ ✓

Emotional Support ✓ ✓ ✓

Goal Setting ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Integrative Productivity
System ✓ ✓

Competitors



Our team 

Artur Verba
Product Manager

Andrii Cheban
Engineer



Contact Us

Let's get in touch

artverba@gmail.com

Artur

https://www.corporatecomplianceinsights.com/aml-kyc-addressing-key-challenges-for-2023-and-beyond/

